Implementation Guide

Water Quality & Tree Protection Ordinance

BACKGROUND

?

On April 9, 2019, the Napa County Board of
Supervisors (BOS) amended the County’s
Conservation Regulations with the adoption of
the Water Quality and Tree Protection
Ordinance (WQTPO) to enhance requirements
for stream, wetland, and municipal reservoir
setbacks, and to increase tree canopy retention
and preservation. These new requirements went
into effect on May 10, 2019.

What is the definition of “earthmoving
or earth-disturbing activity,” “stream”,
and “ephemeral streams or intermittent
streams?” How do I know if I have any
streams on my property?

DEFINITIONS
“Earthmoving or earth-disturbing activity”
means any activity that involves vegetation
clearing, grading, excavation, compaction of the
soil, or the creation of fills and embankments to
prepare a site for the construction of roads,
structures, landscaping, new planting, and other
improvements (including agricultural roads,
and vineyard avenues or tractor turnaround
areas necessary for ongoing agricultural
operations). It also means excavations, fills, or
grading which of themselves constitute
engineered works or improvements.

Since 1991, the County’s Conservation
Regulations (Chapter 18.108) prohibited the
construction of main or accessory structures,
earthmoving activity, grading or removal of
vegetation, or agricultural uses of land within
required stream setbacks. With the adoption of
the WQTPO, existing requirements were
expanded to apply setbacks to wetlands and
ephemeral and intermittent streams.

A “stream” is any of the following:

The Conservation Regulations have also
required
minimum
vegetation
retention
requirements within municipal water supply
watersheds. The retention requirements for
vegetation canopy have been increased from
sixty to seventy percent and expanded to apply
to the Agricultural Watershed (AW) zoning
district outside of municipal watersheds. Further
details are provided below and in Attachment C.

1. A watercourse designated by a solid line or
dash and three dots symbol on the largest
scale of the United State Geological Survey
maps most recently published, or any
replacement to that symbol. These are often
referred to as “blue-line streams” (see Fig.
1).

This implementation guide is intended to
provide landowners and applicants with general
background and guidance to help facilitate the
building permit and land use entitlement
application process.

STREAM SETBACKS
Watercourses that meet the definition of a
“stream,” or “ephemeral or intermittent
streams” are subject to the County’s stream
setback requirements.

FIGURE 1 - BLUE LINE STREAMS ON A USGS MAP

1

2.

Any watercourse, which has a welldefined channel with a depth greater than
four feet and banks steeper than 3:1 and
that contains hydrophilic vegetation,
riparian vegetation or woody vegetation
including tree species greater than ten feet
in height (see Fig. 2).

3.

Those watercourses listed in Resolution
No. 94-19 and incorporated herein by
reference. Please refer to Attachment A for
a list of these watercourses.

stormwater runoff during and shortly after
relatively large rainfall events. Figure 3 shows an
example of an ephemeral stream conveying
stormwater runoff during a rain event.
However, this stream is normally dry for most of
the year.

FIGURE 3 – EPHEMERAL STREAM

As defined in the WQTPO, “ephemeral or
intermittent streams” do not include features
such as manmade drainage ditches, stormwater
systems, or concrete channels (see Fig. 4).

FIGURE 2 – STREAMS BY BANK SLOPE AND
VEGETATION

An “ephemeral or intermittent stream” means
any natural channel with defined bed and banks
containing flowing water or showing evidence of
having contained flowing water, such as deposit
of rock, sand, gravel, or soil, that does not meet
the definition of “stream” included above.
Intermittent
streams
typically
contain
stormwater runoff during the winter months,
but are normally dry during the summer and do
not have continuous flowing water year-round.
Ephemeral streams have less flow than
intermittent streams and typically contain

FIGURE 4 – CONCRETE LINED MANMADE DITCH

However, a modified watercourse shown as a
blue-line stream on a USGS map meets the
definition of a “stream” and is therefore subject
to required setbacks (see Fig. 5).
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Measuring Stream Setbacks
Stream setbacks are measured from the top of the
bank of the stream (TOB), which in some cases is
clearly marked by the break in slope (see Fig 6).
In terms of process, generally one first
determines “top of bank,” then calculates
“slope,” and then determines the required
setback.

FIGURE 5 – CHANNELIZED BLUE-LINE STREAM

STREAM SETBACKS
Watercourses that meet the definition of a
“stream” are subject to the slope-based stream
setbacks below.
Slope (in percent)
< 1%
1 – 5%
5 – 15%
15 – 30%
30 – 40%
40 – 50%
50 – 60%
60 – 70%

Required Setback
35 feet
45 feet
55 feet
65 feet
85 feet
105 feet
125 feet
150 feet

FIGURE 6 –MEASURING STREAM SETBACKS

Where the break in slope is poorly defined on
one side of the stream but not on the other, the
intersection of a horizontal line from the welldefined top of bank with the ground on the
poorly defined side defines the top of bank on
the side of the stream where the bank is poorly
defined (see Fig 7).

TABLE 1 – SLOPE PERCENTAGES AND CORRESPONDING SETBACK DISTANCE

“Ephemeral or intermittent streams” that are
not included under the definition of a “stream”
are subject to a 35-foot setback.

FIGURE 7 – MEASURING STREAM SETBACKS WITH POORLY DEFINED TOP
OF BANK
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Where there are a series of multiple banks, the
top of bank used shall be the top of bank of the
active channel. This is generally the first bank
lying above the bank that bounds the low-flow
channel (see Fig 8). In either case, these setbacks
may be greater if your project is subject to
discretionary review pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) required by
the state of California.

FIGURE 9 – MEASURING SETBACKS FROM TOP OF BANK

WETLAND SETBACKS

FIGURE 8 –MEASURING STREAM SETBACKS WITH MULTIPLE BANKS

Calculating the Slope of the Setback Area
The slope is taken from the top of bank of the
stream to the nearest edge of the area proposed
to be disturbed. The slope is measured
perpendicular to the contours of the land (not
necessarily perpendicular to the flow-line of the
stream).
Once the slope has been determined, the
required setback distance listed in Table 1 can be
applied, measured perpendicular to the flowline of the stream, not the contours. The slope
may vary along the proposed disturbance area,
in which case the setback distance will vary
accordingly (see Fig. 9).
Please refer to Attachment B for other stream
setback examples. In the event the watercourse is
an ephemeral or intermittent stream, a 35-foot
setback would apply measured from the TOB.

The WQTPO includes a definition of what
constitutes a “wetland” and requires the
construction of main or accessory structures,
earthmoving activity, land clearing or
agricultural uses of land to be set back 50 feet
from a delineated wetland boundary (see Fig.
10). In limited circumstances, the 50-foot
wetland setback may be reduced if
recommended by a qualified professional
biologist and approved by the director of
Planning, Building and Environmental Services
(PBES).

DEFINITIONS
The WQTPO defines a “wetland” as those areas
that meet either the federal definition of
wetlands, as set forth in 33 CFR § 328.3 as that
section may be amended from time to time, or
the State of California definition of wetland as
adopted by the State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB) as a State Wetland Definition, as
that definition may be amended from time to
time. In the event of a conflict between the state
or federal definition, whichever definition is
more protective shall control.
The federal definition of "wetland" means those
areas that are inundated or saturated by surface
water or groundwater at a frequency and
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duration sufficient to support, and that under
normal circumstances do support, a prevalence
of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated
soil
conditions.
Constructed
conveyances of stormwater or wastewater (e.g.,
leachfields) are not considered to meet the
definition of wetlands.
Similarly, the SWRCB defines an area as a
“wetland” if it meets three criteria: wetland
hydrology, wetland soils, and (if vegetated)
wetland plants. An area is “wetland” if, under
normal circumstances, (1) the area has
continuous or recurrent saturation of the upper
substrate caused by groundwater, or shallow
surface water, or both; (2) the duration of such
saturation is sufficient to cause anaerobic
conditions in the upper substrate; and (3) the
area’s vegetation is dominated by hydrophytes
or the area lacks vegetation.
The SWRCB requires local permitting agencies
such as Napa County to rely on any wetland area
delineation from a final aquatic resource report
verified by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(Corps) for the purposes of determining the
extent of a wetland.

determination of such an area that meets the
definition of wetland. The requirements of the
SWRCB shall be used if there is conflict with
terms in the 1987 Manual and Supplements.
•

•

•

Environmental Laboratory, 1987. U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers Wetlands
Delineation Manual. Technical Report Y87-1, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2008.
Regional Supplement to the Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual:
Arid West Region (Version 2.0), ed. J. S.
Wakeley, R. W. Lichvar, and C. V. Noble,
ERDC/EL TR-08-28. Vicksburg, MS: U.S.
Army Engineer Research and Development
Center.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2010.
Regional Supplement to the Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual:
Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast
Region (Version 2.0), ed. J. S. Wakeley, R.
W. Lichvar, and C. V. Noble. ERDC/EL TR10-3. Vicksburg, MS: U.S. Army Engineer
Research and Development Center.

Not all wetlands have been verified by the
Corps. When a wetland area has not been
delineated or verified by the Corps, but may be
impacted by a project, then the delineation shall
be performed by a qualified professional
biologist using the methods described in the
three
federal
documents
listed
below
(collectively referred to as “1987 Manual and
Supplements”) to determine whether the area
meets the state and/or federal definition of a
wetland.
As described in the 1987 Manual and
Supplements, an area “lacks vegetation” if it has
less than five percent areal coverage of plants at
the peak of the growing season. The methods
shall be modified only to allow for the fact that
the lack of vegetation does not preclude the

FIGURE 10 – MEASURING SETBACKS FROM WETLANDS
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VEGETATION RETENTION
REQUIREMENTS
Sensitive Domestic Water
(Municipal Watersheds)

Supply

DEFINITIONS
Drainages

Within the County’s municipal watersheds (also
known as sensitive domestic water supply
drainages – see Fig. 11), a minimum of seventy
percent of vegetation canopy cover and a
minimum of forty percent of vegetation
understory existing on the parcel(s) on June 16,
1993 shall be retained as part of any use
involving
earth-disturbing
activity.
The
retention requirement is also based on the
parcel(s) as configured in 1993.

“Vegetation canopy cover” means the biotic
communities classified as oak woodland,
riparian oak woodland, or coniferous forest
based on the current Manual of California
Vegetation (MCV) and as described in the Napa
County Baseline Data Report (2005 or as
amended).
“Vegetation understory” means the biotic
communities classified as chaparral/scrub,
shrubland, grassland, rock outcrop or vegetated
portions of wetlands based on the current
Manual of California Vegetation (MCV) and as
described in the Napa County Baseline Data
Report (2005 or as amended).
Retention Requirements in Agricultural Watershed
Zoning District (AW) outside of Municipal
Watersheds

FIGURE 11 – MUNICIPAL WATERSHEDS IN NAPA COUNTY

Minimum retention percentages are established
through the WQTPO and may be increased
through the process of State-required
environmental
review
through
CEQA.
Vegetation retention policies within municipal
watersheds have been in place since 1994, which
is why the 1993 parcel configuration date is
applied related to parcel configuration and the
baseline extent of vegetation. The vegetation
retention requirements for canopy cover
retention increased from sixty percent to seventy
percent with the adoption of the WQTPO.

In areas outside of municipal watersheds and
within the Agricultural Watershed (AW) zoning
district, a minimum of seventy percent
vegetation canopy cover as configured on the
parcel existing on June 16, 2016 shall be
maintained as part of any use involving earthdisturbing activity. For those areas within the
burn area of the 2017 Napa Fire Complex or the
2018 Steele Fire, the vegetation canopy cover
shall be as configured on the parcel existing on
June 19, 2018.
How to Calculate Vegetation Retention
Attachment C provides an example of how to
calculate the percent of vegetation that can be
removed using a hypothetical vineyard project
in a municipal watershed where seventy percent
of the vegetation canopy cover and forty percent
of the vegetation understory as it existed in 1993
is required to be preserved. The hypothetical
project shows a new 3.16-acre vineyard within a
13-acre parcel. Approximately 1.96 acres of
vegetation canopy (i.e., trees) and 1.2 acres of
vegetation understory (i.e., shrub, brush, and
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grass) as they existed in 1993 will be removed.
The existing conditions show the total acreage of
vegetation canopy cover and understory. The
proposed development illustration overlays the
3.16-acre vineyard project area over the
vegetation canopy and vegetation understory
areas so the percent removal can be calculated.
The resulting illustration and summary table
show the remaining vegetation canopy and
understory totals as a result of the 3.16-acre
vineyard. You will see that the project retains
eighty percent of vegetation canopy cover, well
within the required seventy percent. Similarly,
the project retains the required forty percent of
the vegetation understory.
All aspects of project development that require
vegetation removal must be included in the
computation, including but not limited to
infrastructure such as access roads, septic and
leachfields, water tanks, and power lines.
Vegetation removal required to create and
maintain adequate defensible space for fire
protection must be included as well.
The example in Attachment C can also be
applied to projects outside of a municipal
watershed and within the AW zoning district by
simply omitting the portion of the calculation
pertaining to the requirement to retain forty
percent of vegetation understory. The
requirement to retain forty percent of the
vegetation understory does not apply outside of
municipal watersheds. Projects outside of
municipal watersheds are required to use the
vegetation conditions as shown in 2016 aerials,
which are available at the County.

VEGETATION REMOVAL
MITIGATION
In addition to the vegetation retention
requirements in the AW zoning district, the
removal of any vegetation canopy cover shall be
mitigated by permanent replacement or
preservation of comparable vegetation canopy
cover, on an acreage basis at a minimum 3:1
ratio, or at a 2:1 ratio if the replacement of
vegetation occurs within stream setbacks or
where the project includes substantial public
benefits as determined by the director of
Planning, Building and Environmental Services.
The selection of areas for mitigation are required
to be informed by a qualified professional or site
specific vegetation land cover mapping on file
with PBES. In addition, a restoration plan
prepared by a qualified professional is required
for the replacement of vegetation.
The hypothetical project illustrated in
Attachment C also includes details of the
required preservation ratios. As illustrated in the
summary table, you will see the hypothetical
projects meets both the required minimum 3:1
(5.88 acres) or 2:1 (3.92 acres) preservation ratios
for vegetation canopy cover. Development
projects must meet the minimum vegetation
retention requirements and the minimum
vegetation removal mitigation ratio. The
required minimum preservation areas are
required to be placed in a perpetual protective
easement or perpetual deed restriction
preserving and conserving the required
minimum preserved vegetation canopy cover,
which occurs as part of the approval of a
development application or permit.

Additional information is available on the County’s Water Quality and Tree Protection Ordinance website at:
https://www.countyofnapa.org/2526/Water-Quality-and-Tree-Protection-Ordina.
The entirety of the Napa County Code Section 18.108 (Conservation Regulations) is available at:
https://library.municode.com/ca/napa_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT18ZO_CH18.108CORE.
The County Geographic Information System (GIS) contains substantial information and resources, including aerial photographs,
USGS maps, and parcel boundaries and are available to the public. For information or questions regarding a specific project,
please contact the Planning Staff at the Napa County Planning, Building and Environmental Services Department (PBES) at 707253-4417, or via email at www.planning@countyofnapa.org.
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ATTACHMENT A
Resolution 94-19: Streams requiring buffers per the Conservation Regulations
Adams Creek
Bear Canyon Creek
Bell Canyon Creek
Burton Creek
Butts Valley Creek
Chiles Creek
Conn Creek
Cyrus Creek
Dry Creek
Dutch Henry Creek
Dyer Creek
Garnett Creek
Hardin Creek
Huichica Creek
James Creek
Maxwell Creek
Mill Creek
Montgomery Creek
Moore Creek
Murphy Creek

Nash Creek
Pickle Creek
Pope Creek
Rector Creek
Redwood Creek
Ritchie Creek
Sage Creek
Soda Canyon Creek
St. Helena Creek
Sulphur Creek
Suscol Creek
Swarz Creek
Trout Creek
Troutdale Creek
Tucolay Creek
Upper Sarco Creek
Van Ness Creek
Wooden Valley Creek
Wragg Creek
York Creek
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ATTACHMENT B
Examples of stream setbacks based on land use

DETERMINING STREAM SETBACKS IN
A VINEYARD/AGRICULTURE SETTING

DETERMINING STREAM SETBACKS FOR STRUCTURES

DETERMINING STREAM SETBACKS FOR ROADS
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ATTACHMENT C
Example of vegetation retention in practice, within municipal watershed
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